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Ignorant people disregard Me when I descend in the human form.
They do not know My Supreme Nature as the Lord of all beings.
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Chapter 1

BHAJA GURU DATTAM
Serve Divine Preacher
[March 03, 2018]

1) Bhaja Guru Dattam, Bhaja Shri Dattam,
Prabhu Dattam Bhaja Vijnamanushya!
Triputi Jnaane saadhu jnaate,
Hastamalakam saadhanamatra (pallavi-chorus).
[Oh! Intellectual human being! Approach and serve Guru Datta (God
Brahma as preacher) for your right direction in the spiritual journey.
Approach and serve Shri Datta (God Vishnu as wealth donor) for your
capability to do practical sacrifice. Approach and serve Prabhu Datta (God
Shiva as Lord) for solving problems of your health so that you can maintain
powerful emotional devotion. If you know correctly the three steps of
knowledge, which are i) who are you? ii) What is your true goal? and iii)
What is the true path that leads you to the true goal?, all your spiritual effort
is just like amalaka fruit in your hand just to be eaten. You must know that
you are not the creator but a part of the creation only. Your ultimate goal is
unimaginable God, Who is beyond space. The true path is to identify the
unimaginable God in human form and serve Him without aspiring any fruit
in return. The verb bhaja has two senses:- i) Approach (praapane) and ii)
Service (sevaayaam). You should not argue that one can approach a divine
statue in temple and serve it. The inert statue does not receive your service
done directly like the human form of God. Ofcourse, people, who are
unable to conquer ego and jealously towards co-human forms can be
allotted to the statues, which are representative models of God and service
to these statues is indirect worship of God. Scripture says that beginners are
eligible for the worship of statues only (pratimaa hyalpa buddhinaam). The
spiritual aspirant has to cross the beginning stage and reach the advanced
stage sometime in human life. Defect in the beginning is inevitable as said
in the Gita (sarvaarambhaahi…).]
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2) Chaitanyaatmaa paramaatmeti,
Bhramavaavaduka! Shankaratattvam,
Na jnaatam te naastika ihachet,
Bhavaanapidam bruhi vilobhaat.
[Oh Advaitin! you are telling that awareness or yourself is God. Such
saying is meaningless. You have not understood the real philosophy of
Shankara. He told this for the sake of atheists to convert them into theists.
If you are also an atheist, speak the same to satisfy your ambition!]
3) Brahma tvam yadi rakshaya dharmam,
Jajne Krishnah Shankara bhaashyaat,
Krutvaa paapam jagadasaditi vaak,
Tayaivadandam labhase tasmaat.
[If you are so ambitious to think that you are already God, there is no
objection since God Himself (Shankara) told so. But, Shankara also told
that God is born as Krishna (beginning of commentary on the Gita) to
destroy injustice and to protect justice. In such case, your behavior should
be in the same line. You may twist this concept to exploit to do sins saying
that since world is unreal, sin is unreal and since you are God you are not
punished. The result is otherwise based on the same theory. Just like your
sin is unreal, your punishment given by God is also unreal and hence, even
if you are punished, you are not really punished!]
4) Shankara Gurumapi nahi khandayati,
Shri Ramanuja iti vijnaayahi,
Ananyavishnum shankarabhaktam,
Nindasi manda!bhramaayaniraye.
[Oh Vishishta Advaitin! Even your preacher Ramanuja never
criticized Shankara, Who is the incarnation of Shiva. He always stated that
whatever is interpreted by the followers of Shankara (yaduchyate
shaankaraihi) is not correct. This means that the followers of Shankara did
not understand Him perfectly and were mislead. To correct His own
disciples, Shiva Himself, Who appeared as Shankara re-appeared as
Ramanuja to correct them. Ramanuja is the incarnation of Vishnu. Veda
says that Shiva and Vishnu are one and the same (Shivascha Naaraayanah).
Your preacher did not criticize even the incarnation of Shiva and you being
just a follower of Ramanuja criticize Lord Shiva directly! It only means that
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you are criticizing your own Lord Vishnu due to ignorance. The result of
this is going to be horrible hell. You also say that Shiva is the greatest
devotee of Vishnu (parama bhaagavatottama). Did you not realise the
climax of anger of God Vishnu when His devotee Prahlada was opposed?
5) Jivadvaitam sarvatra nakila,
Sri Raamo bhagavaan kapisevayah,
Svavyaaghaatam parihara madhvam,
Jnaatva tyaktvaa naraavataaram.
[Certainly, the unimaginable God is totally different from the
imaginable soul. This is true with regards to God and ordinary soul in this
world. This rule has amendment. Madhva gives lot of importance to
Hanuman, Who served Shri Rama, the human incarnation. You should not
say that Shri Rama is an ordinary soul and is totally different from God.
God merged with such human soul through perfect monism and hence, Shri
Rama is the God. If you don’t accept the amendment, you will enter into
contradiction in the concepts of Madhva. His philosophy is true with every
soul except the human incarnation of God. Hence, dualism is the general
philosophy and human incarnation is an exceptional concept.]
6) Shaktih shaktimadiha bhedaarthah,
Nohyaanyekam naamavikalpah,
Shaktih shaktima duparityajnah,
Kaaryam kimapicha kaaranaavashyam.
[Oh Follower of School of Power (Shaakteyah)! In this creation, the
power and possessor of power can be differentiated. Any number of
unimaginable items become only one. If you call the unimaginable God as
power, power is the ultimate. If you call the same unimaginable God as
possessor of power, the possessor of power is ultimate. The reason is that
you can never have two unimaginable items co-existing. The ultimate
cause or creator is always the unimaginable, which is the controller. The
effect or product or creation is always imaginable and is controlled by the
unimaginable creator. Hence, your fight for the supremacy of the power is
meaningless, which is based on just nomenclature. Unless you follow the
above analysis to conclude that creator is always the controller and creation
is always the controlled item, you cannot arrive at the truth.]
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7) Sarvam shunyam yadiko dharmah?
Kaahimsaa?shruta mouna vyaakhyaa,
Buddham sharanam naraavataaram,
Yaasyasiche daacharanam kuryaah.
[Oh Buddhist! If everything is non-existent, why are you stressing
on dharma (justice)? The violence in killing living beings as preached by
Him is also unreal if everything is non-existent. Buddha kept silent about
God because the unimaginable God is beyond imagination and hence, no
word can indicate Him. The best expression for the unimaginable God is
only silence as said in the Veda. If you accept Buddha as the human
incarnation through surrender (sharanam), you must practice whatever was
preached by Him.]
8) Paramata nindaam chraistava! maa kuru,
Nininda hamtrunapi namahaatmaa,
Ubhayamsammata masatyachitraaNyaanandasi murtih kimu nindyaa?
[Oh Christian! Don’t criticize other religions. That great human
incarnation, Jesus, did not criticize even His killers! Serving statues is
also good to develop theoretical devotion to God in the beginning stage.
The next advanced stage is to serve the human form of God. Are you not
increasing your love to your kith and kin on seeing their photos in the photo
album? In such case, is developing the theoretical devotion through photos
and statues a wrong crime?]
9) Krodham prashamaya mahammadiiyaka!
Rakshana bodhah kathitah kavinaa.
Dharmyam yuddham bahutarkaantam,
Svaya mavatirnah krishno roddhum.
[Oh Islam Devotee! Control your emotions. Prophet told that you
should protect everybody from damage and then preach the philosophy of
the Prophet leaving full decision and freedom to the receiver. Violence to
protect justice (Jihad) is to be decided after long discussion only since a
party shall never be the judge. Krishna provoked war after trying a lot only.
Similarly, Prophet used war as the method to control violence among
different religions in those days (each religion blindly arguing for its own
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God only and forcing others for conversion). Prophet used violence to
control the violence and never used violence in the absence of violence.]

Don’t Burn Ghee in Physical Fire & Cause Environmental
Pollution
10) Maaghrutadaahah kshudagniruktah,
Deepa samidbhih kalushitavaatah,
Saadhana mupaasya manyat jneyam,
Shaastrajnaanam tyajaandhapathanam.
[Don’t burn ghee in physical fire and cause environmental pollution
leading to calamities of the climate. Here, ghee-fried food is ghee and the
fire in which such food is to be burn is the hunger fire or divine fire
(vaishvanaraagni) existing in a hungry person. Similarly, don’t burn lights
and sticks to pollute the environment unless there is a need like light in the
night and burning sticks for cooking. The sticks are burnt in the ritual to
cook the food and such physical fire is the means to cook the food (yajna
saadhanam). The fire to be worshipped (yajna upaasyam) is different
existing in a hungry stomach. You must realize the meaning of the scripture
and explain it to everybody in the ritual as a real priest. You are blindly
reciting the scripture without knowing the meaning of any word and this
should be left by you immediately to become spiritual preacher and not to
become blind tape recorder of the scripture, doing such meaningless and
harmful deeds. Of course, in the olden days, scripture was preserved by
recitation from generation to generation in the absence of writing
technology. Now, the scripture is well preserved by printing and there is no
need of blind recitation of the scripture for its preservation.]
11) Jnaanam bhaktim samskaaraat bhaja,
Sarve tatra sthithah tadartham,
Gaanaat tasyopanayam jnaatvaa,
Varnam lingam tyaja gaayatryaam.
[Every ritual is expected to improve the spiritual knowledge and
devotion to God in which the priest is expected to help a lot. Whenever a
ritual is performed, several people gather there only for attaining better
spiritual knowledge and for attaining better devotion to God. Today,
people are gathering in a ritual just for a feast or to present some gifts and
the whole concept disappeared! The ritual called as thread marriage or
upanayana means to become close to God. The three threads indicate the
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three qualities (awareness as sattvam, inert energy as rajas and inert matter
as tamas) representing the three components of human body in which God
is incarnated called as Sadguru. The three threads indicate that you should
capture God only through the medium since the non-mediated
unimaginable God is beyond even imagination. God is very much pleased
by the sweet songs sung in His prayers. Such method of singing God’s
praise is called as Gayatri or Saamaveda, which is very dear to God
(vedaanaam saamavedosmi – Gita). Ignorant people are mislead by treating
a hymn written in Gayatri meter to be called as Gayatri. A saint also throws
the three threads after realization of the concept and is respected by all! All
this shows that this ritual is universal to every soul irrespective of caste and
gender.]
12) Gunakarmaartho varna vibhedah,
Baahyaakaaresalinga bhedah,
Jivah prakrutih strii bhaaryaivahi,
Bhartaa purushah tyajatvahantaam
[God said in the Gita that caste system is not by birth, but by qualities
and deeds of a soul. The difference in gender is also superficial confined to
little differences in the body. The Veda says that every soul is prakruti or
woman or wife of God maintained by God. It also says that God alone is
purusha or male or the maintainer. On realizing these truths avoid the ego
of caste and gender in the spiritual path.]
13) Krishnaanukarana muddhutyaadrim,
Napunah kvachidapi napurnayaanam,
Pariishya tadeshanaatraya maaho!
Rushayo bahujanmsu mokshaartaah.
[Some religions mock Lord Krishna for His theft of butter and
dancing with Gopikas in Brundavanam. Before doing that, He clearly
proved that He is God by lifting the huge mountain on His tender finger
for seven days continuously. Before mocking Krishna, you must observe
this lift of hill. Those Gopikas were sages doing penance for the salvation
of strongest worldly bonds called as eshanas (bond with life partner, bond
with issues and bond with wealth). By stealing butter, their bonds with
wealth and children were tested. By dancing with them, their bonds with
their life partners were tested. Krishna did not repeat this anywhere in the
rest of His life because such sages as candidates to be examined were not
6
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again found anywhere. You must also note that Krishna never returned to
Brundavanam again to meet the Gopikas since examination was over.
Understanding the Bhagavatam is said to be the fire test for the spiritual
knowledge of a scholar. You shall never imitate God partially since total
imitation is impossible.]

Types of Devotion
14) Veshyaa vaishyau tyaja putram svam,
Sonmaadam kuru lakshyaarthau vaa,
Guru nirdhanayorekam, dvayamapi,
Sadgurave pandita! deyam tat.
[The first way is to try to please God through prayers asking for
practical and real boons like a prostitute talking sweet to snatch the money
from the pocket of her victim. This is worst path of devotion. The second
path of devotion is to serve God practically asking for practical real boons
like a merchant giving an item for exchange of money. Though, this is
better than the first type, this path is also not perfectly correct because
aspiration of fruit in return for the service done exists. The third best type
of devotion is doing practical service without aspiration of any fruit in
return as is done in the case of our issues. The fourth type of devotion is
climax, which is even to give up the life for the sake of God. This type of
climax devotion is found in the world also as you find a mad fan of a
cinema-hero or a political leader giving up his life on hearing his death.
The third and fourth types of devotion contain real love and hence, must
be kept as theoretical goals at least so that due to their inspiration atleast
some practical success can be achieved. When you are doing practical
sacrifice for a preacher (guru) and a beggar, the beggar shall be always
given the material required and not the cash, which is spoiled through vices.
In case of these two receivers, your practical sacrifice is the most important
since both are needy of it. But, when you sacrifice to the human incarnation
or Sadguru, He is not in need of your sacrifice. Your practical sacrifice is
done by you only as a practical proof for your theoretical devotion. Since
He is not in need of your practical sacrifice, He gives equal importance to
your theoretical devotion also. In fact, the grandfather begging for a biscuit
from the pocket of biscuits given by him to the mother of the boy without
his knowledge shall not be misunderstood as needy of the biscuit. Hence, a
scholar shall differentiate the Sadguru from guru and beggar.]
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15) Tejo ruupam tejah khaadati
Tadartha vaado lobhikrute syaat
Bhoktaa yogyo yadi punyam kila
Kaalo desho vyarthah karmani.
[The departed soul takes energy as food since it is in energetic body.
Scripture says that moon light is the food for the departed souls. But, it is
told that if a person is fed here, the departed soul is fed. This is Arthavaada
(a lie told for good purpose) told so that even a greedy person performs the
ritual with the idea that the departed soul is fed. The important aspect of
this ritual is that the person to be fed must be very good deserving receiver
of the donation done by you. The Veda says that he must not aspire
anything from you and he must be a scholar of the Vedic knowledge
(Shrotriyasya chaakaamahatasya). If this eligibility is fulfilled, the
performer and departed soul are blessed by the fruit of such good ritual.
Otherwise, the ritual yields sinful fruit if the person fed is undeserving.]
16) Trividham naraka dvaaram tyaja re,
Bandhabalam tyaja bhaktyaakrushtah,
Pravruttivijayaat priitadayaato,
Nivruttirapi vipariitam naivatu.
[Oh Fellow Human Being! Avoid the three main gates of hell as told
in the Gita, which are illegal sex, violence in hurting up to killing and
greediness in sacrifice. You are doing these sins due to the strong attraction
from your family bonds. If this attraction is reduced by the more powerful
attraction towards God or devotion, the sins can be easily avoided. Like
this, through the devotion to God, you can avoid the sins, which are the
actual sources of all your miseries. Like this, you will succeed in pravrutti
by avoiding sins and the path for this is only devotion to God. When you
succeed in pravrutti like this, God will bless you to proceed and succeed
in nivrutti also since He is very much pleased with a successful candidate
in pravrutti. If you fail in pravrutti itself, the advanced journey in the
spiritual path, which is called as nivrutti, is impossible.]
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17) Satdvaite chara bhavadadvaitam,
Sadeva necchaayadi lokarthah,
Dvaitam tasmaadapi varamastihi,
Swamii sevaka eva tavasyaat.
[Always be in true dualism with confirmation that God is above you.
You can get true monism with God provided: - i) You don’t aspire for it, ii)
there is work to be done for the welfare of the world and iii) God alone
selects you for such work. If these three requisites are satisfied, God will
become one with you as human incarnation. Even if you don’t get this
opportunity of becoming human incarnation, you shall not be worried
because in the same path of real dualism, there is a better fruit than the fruit
of human incarnation, which is that God will become your servant.]

Only One Way To Get Relief From Miseries
18) Jnaatvaa paschyaat taapaat na punah,
Karanaatsanchita maagaamyapi no,
Praarabdham kvachi dantam gacchet,
Satyamteyadi napunahkaranam.
[There is only one way to get relief from all these miseries, which are
the fruits of sins done already by you. That single path is to realize the
spiritual knowledge, to repent through devotion and not to repeat the sin
practically in future. By this, the pending punishments of sins (sanchita)
get cancelled because once realization is obtained, there is no need of
punishment. After all, punishment is only to bring reformation temporarily
through fear. When permanent reformation is obtained, what is the use of
temporary punishments? Since sin is not repeated, there is no addition of
future sins (aagami). Sometimes, even the punishment started (prarabdha)
also gets cancelled provided your non-repetition of sin is perfectly true.]
19) Shamaaya laabham dadaati na rushe,
Pratikriyaavaa jnaanaaya vaapi,
Rushaatu dandah draupadyaaiva,
Paraartha dharme svaartho naivahi.
[You shall never aspire for the revenge of sin done to you by others
because such revenge will not compensate your loss. If you leave revenge
to God and be patient, your loss will be terribly compensated by God as a
9
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gift for your patience. He may not punish your enemy, if it is the case of
retort from your enemy for your previous sin done to him. Even if your
enemy is sinful, God may give some time for reformation of the soul. In
any case, your patience will pay you the best always. If you have the
attitude of revenge, you will be punished for it separately like Draupadi,
who lost her sons for her revengeful attitude in provoking her husbands for
war. However, if you are participating in a dispute without being connected
to any party, you will do the justice by fight since you are not selfish. Even
then, since you are not aware of the background, you must take the advice
of a divine personality. But, if you are the party, you shall not be the judge
to decide the action since you are sure to be affected by prejudice.]
20) Vijnaanam na vibhutishu nohye,
Sargaartheshu yadevahimaanam,
Taasaam lakshyam pratyakshanaam,
Nohyapathaa tava dando nunam.
[You shall apply scientific knowledge in the analysis of the entire
creation. You shall not apply the science in the unimaginable God and in
His miracles. Both domains are separate and should not be confused with
each other. You should not allow a philosopher to rub the concept of
miracle on the worldly phenomenon. At the same time, you shall not allow
the scientist to misinterpret a genuine miracle like an atheist. The main aim
of these miracles is only to establish the unimaginable God having
unimaginable power, Who will punish you certainly for your sins even if
you escape the law in this world.]
21) Jnaanam bhaktih karmasamaanam,
Sopaanaalih kramena kathitaa,
Trimataachaaryaih tadekamulam,
Trimurti Dattah sadguru tatttvam.
[Spiritual knowledge, devotion to God and service with practical
sacrifice are the three subsequent steps established by the three divine
preachers, Shankara, Ramanuja and Madhva, Who are the incarnations of
the three divine forms of God Datta (Shiva, Vishnu and Brahma). God
Datta is the root source unity of the first energetic incarnation in which the
unimaginable God merged forever making a permanent address for
Himself. Such God Datta is the essence of a right divine preacher.]
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Gods of All Religions Differ in Form of External Medium Only
22) Upaadhibhedaadantarnohyam,
Bhinnamavekshyam satibhede kim?
Sahasaa sarvam vishvam bodhyam,
Swamatam daivyam vishvajaniinam.
[Gods of all worldly religions differ in their form of external
medium only. Internally the unimaginable God in all these Gods is one
and the same. If you say that your God alone is true and also the real
creator of this entire humanity on this earth, your such God should have
spread His message in the same time to all parts of the earth so that no
partiality is seen in Him. But, it is not so. Christianity reached India after
1700 years after the birth of Jesus. People, who passed away in this period
of 1700 years without knowing Christianity, have gone to hell for their no
fault and the fault is only due to that one true God of a religion. Same
criticism applies to Hinduism also in not reaching the west for 1700 years
in which 17 generations have gone to hell without their fault! Since there is
only one earth and one humanity on this earth, every God of each religion
must be one and the same. The gospel given by the human form of God
everywhere may differ in language but is same in the meaning. Hence,
nobody has gone to hell for the above fault. Those, who believed in God
went to God and those, who disbelieved and opposed God, went to hell.
This is commonly applied concept everywhere to anybody at any time
after the creation. Since unimaginable item is only one, the unimaginable
God present in all Gods must be only one. The difference is only in the
external forms of medium and in the languages spoken to explain the same
contents of the scripture.]
23) Martyaakaarah sarvamataanaam,
Samskruti veshaihdrushtah priityai,
Anuhya tattvam mukhyam jneyam,
Yenahi paapii naatikraantah.
[The first energetic incarnation is in human form, which is common to
the Lord of all religions. Similarly, the same concept applies to all the
human incarnations appeared in different religions. The extra ornaments
appearing on this form are seen by each religion separately according to
their taste of pleasure. This difference in the cultural dress and ornaments is
not at all important, which appears separately to the followers of each
11
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religion. This external difference is totally immaterial. The internal unity,
which is the unimaginable God, must be noted as the most important
concept by which no sinner can escape the punishment for his/her sin in
spite of his/her clever escape from the worldly law.]

50-50 Probability of Existence & Non-Existence of Hell
24) Narakah kutre tyajna vijalpah,
Tasyaabhaavovyomni na paare,
Tavaapi nasyaat samshayapakshe,
Shreyodaayaka meva graahyam.
[A scientist asks you to show the hell in this infinite space. Certainly,
you are unable to show its existence. But, in this infinite space, even the
absence of hell is not proved by him by taking you till the boundaries of
space. By this, a 50-50 probability of existence and non-existence of hell
results. Which probability shall be selected by you? If you are wise, you
shall select such probability by which there is lesser risk. If you believe in
the existence of hell and do not do sins, you are not lost even if the hell is
absent. Moreover, you will live with peace and without tensions if you are
not doing sins and this is additional advantage. But, if you take the
probability of non-existence of hell and do sins, you are terribly lost if the
hell is existing in the infinite space. Moreover, you will live with tensions
by doing sins and this is an additional disadvantage. At least, by accepting
wisely the probability of the lesser risk, you can avoid the sins, miseries
and tensions in this world. Same 50-50 probability can be applied to the
existence and non-existence of God and the probability with lesser risk (that
God exists) shall be selected by a wise person, even if you deny all the
genuine miracles and the unimaginable God as their source.]
25) Upaadhi vikrushta naraavataarat,
Tathaiva tejorupaa durdhvam,
Asuyayaahamyu rubhaya vinashta!
Pitrorarthaa dubhayor Dattah.
[You miss the human incarnation in this world due to repulsion
between common media. After death, you go up in the energetic body and
you miss the energetic incarnation in the upper world due to the same
repulsion between common media. The reason for this repulsion is your ego
blended with jealousy and you miss the mediated God here as well as there.
If you conquer the three types of ego (ego of awareness, ego of inert energy
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and ego of matter) and become Atri (who conquered the three types of ego)
and if you become Anasuya due to lack of jealousy or asuya, God is caught
by both the parents (meaning the devotee devoid of ego and jealousy
towards co-medium) and hence, attain Datta or God donated to both the
parents.]
26) Asupratishthaa tattvam viddhihi,
Na jade praanah praanashariram,
Jnaanopadesha chitprajnaanam,
Praarambhe kim yaavatjeevam?
[You must realize the meaning of ritual of life-initiation done in the
case of a statue having human form established for worship. By this ritual,
the inert statue does not become alive human body. The meaning of this
ritual is that in course of time, you must leave the inert human statue and
select alive human form of God. God always comes in alive human form
only and not as an inert body. The reason is that the purpose of God
incarnating in this world is propagation of the true spiritual knowledge.
God is said to be special spiritual knowledge (prajnaanam Brahma), which
means that He is always associated with special spiritual knowledge. The
possessor of an item can be called by the name of that item just like we call
the seller of apples by the word ‘apples’. In this way, the possessor of
special knowledge is called as special knowledge itself. The meaning of the
word ‘prajnaanam’ is not mere awareness by which you can say that God
exists wherever awareness exists. God Vishnu is called as possessor of a
special golden garland, called as Vyjayanthi. Since the garland is made of
gold, possessor of the basic gold is not God Vishnu. You are justified to
worship statues in the beginning level. But, you must come to the advanced
stage of worshipping human incarnation of God in course of time. You are
not criticized for sitting in the L.K.G class in the beginning. But, you are
criticized if you sit in the L.K.G class itself throughout your life!]
27) Chidachittraya sarga padaarthaanaam,
Srashtaa na kimapi hetuschitrah,
Nohyo maayaaviva vishishtah,
Srashtaakaashasyaiva kimuuhyah?
[This world is the effect or product that came out from the cause or
unimaginable God. The cause is very special in the sense that no
component of this world like awareness, inert energy and inert matter
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exists in this special cause or the creator of this world or the
unimaginable God. The worldly logic applies in created items and we can
say that gold is common in both gold lump (cause) as well as in its effect or
golden chain. This logic applies to every imaginable cause producing
imaginable effect. But, this special cause or unimaginable God is the
creator of the space and space can’t exist in God before its creation. This
means that God is beyond space and unimaginable. You can’t apply the
worldly logic to unimaginable cause generating imaginable effect like
space. The best example for this unimaginable God generating imaginable
world is a sage creating an illusory city by his super natural power. The
sage is seen separately and does not exist in the city. Similarly, the
unimaginable God is beyond this creation and is not seen in the creation
following the worldly logic that cause should appear in its product. Of
course, the sage is also imaginable item and the unimaginable power
present in the sage should be taken as an exact simile for the unimaginable
God. The fundamental reason is that the unimaginable God or generator of
space is beyond space and hence, is unimaginable. The first mediated God
or Lord or Ishwara or the first energetic incarnation of unimaginable God
can be compared to the visible sage. The unimaginable power in the sage
to create the city is exactly the unimaginable God Himself. Hence, the
unimaginable God alone is the exact simile for the unimaginable God
and nothing else, which is imaginable. The Brahmasutra says that no
imaginable item in this creation can become the exact simile for the
unimaginable God. Hence, this is the best example selected as said in the
Veda (Indro maayabhih pururupa iiyate). This means that the Lord called
as Indra or Ishwara is creating this world with His unimaginable power or
the unimaginable God merged with Him.]
28) Prayaana samaye loukyaah shunyaanh,
Paramaartha yechaankah shunyah,
Vidyutdagdhaa mati rasamayaattu,
Charamajnaanaja vedanayaantam.
[In the last minutes of your life, the true picture appears before your
eyes in which all your materialistic achievements given terrible numerical
values by you appear as absolute zeroes! In the same true picture, all the
spiritual efforts neglected by you as zeroes appear with terrible numerical
values! This true picture is called as last intelligence at the time of death.
Since there is no time to follow the true picture, your mind is burnt with a
terrible shock, which is called as the agony at the time of death. Like this,
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the life of every ordinary materialistic soul ends with last intelligence and
last agony!]

Pandita Parishishtam
The following four verses are for scholars only.
29) Swapno jaagrat nahi yugapat te,
Jaagrat chohah sahasaa tasya,
Drushtaantadvaya manubhavasiddham,
Siddhaantenahi tarkayasummate!
[You are either in the dream or in the awaken state and you can’t be
present in both states simultaneously. God can be in both imagination and
in the awaken state simultaneously. The imaginary world controlled by God
controls you as you are controlled by the dream (the created soul in the
imaginary world is controlled by the imaginary world just like the soul in
the dream is controlled by the dream) controlling you always. Since you are
a part of the dream, you can never come out of the dream. You can’t say
that your awaken state is also a dream for you from which you will enter
another awaken state. For you, both dream and this first awaken state are in
your experience. The second awaken state (before which your this awaken
state is a dream) into which you can enter is never experienced by you.
Without experience (anubhava), no authority is valid. Hence, your dreamstate and your present awaken-state are valid due to your experience with
both the states. The second awaken state is not valid due to its lack of
experience by you. Hence, the second awaken state is not at all relevant to
you. The second awaken state is true for God in which He alone
experiences Himself without disturbing the existing world and for this the
simile is yourself in the awaken state while maintaining your imaginary
world. Both these states (i) Your awaken state as imaginary world and ii)
His state of self-awareness in which He alone exists as experienced by
Himself) are in the experience of God only. Of course, both these states are
also experienced by you, but your imaginary world is not this real world.
God’s imaginary world is your real world of your awaken state. Due to
this difference, yourself in the awaken state while maintaining your
imaginary world is only a comparison for God to maintain this real world
(like your imaginary world) and be simultaneously in His awaken state. The
advaitin is confused by taking the comparison itself as the actual concept.
For this confusion, the basic reason is to think that God is awareness. If the
advaitin is having deep sharp analysis, he will separate the concept of
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unimaginable God from the simile given by the concept of imaginable soul.
By this, he will say that this real world for God simultaneously existing
without disturbing the absolute monism experienced by God is exactly
comparable to the concept of the soul in which the soul is maintaining its
imaginary world simultaneously without disturbing its experience of its
absolute monism. As long as the concept and the simile are kept separately,
the confusion will never appear because simile is only for better
understanding of the concept and should not be taken as the concept itself.]
30) Advaitam praak jagadudayaatte,
Paschaatasyaa pyanuhya drushtyaa,
Baahyopaadhestava cha na naantah,
Nityavinodaat dvaitam traitam.
[Oh Advaitin! you can only imagine the perfect monism of the
absolute unimaginable God before the beginning of this creation. Since it
was a state before your birth, you can never enter such state practically
unless you disappear completely. Since the unimaginable God merged with
the Lord, Lord will experience both the absolute and relative planes
simultaneously. From the point of the unimaginable God, absolute plane of
monism of unimaginable God exists. From the point of the medium of the
Lord and from the point of yourself (which is the medium of the mediated
God), only relative plane exists. For the medium of Lord and yourself,
only relative plane is relevant in existence. This relative plane continues
forever as entertainment and hence, there is no destruction of the entire
creation at any time since no fool will burn the reel of the cinema after the
show is over! Hence, the Lord and the creation through subtle state in
destruction (the creation in the destruction is not totally disappearing since
it only goes in to subtle state from gross state) are always eternal.
Therefore, for any soul, the perfect monism was only a past imagination
and never results in the future time. The everlasting state is existence of two
or dvaita (i) non-inert soul along with inert matter and inert energy called as
creation and ii) Unimaginable God as creator) or everlasting existence three
or traita (i) Non-inert soul, ii) Inert matter and inert energy and iii)
Unimaginable God) is inevitable. Hence, perfect monism existed before
creation. After the creation, the everlasting two (i) Lord maintaining both
absolute and relative planes simultaneously and ii) Non-inert soul, inert
matter and inert energy called as creation) or three (i) Lord maintaining
both absolute and relative planes simultaneously, ii) Non-inert soul and iii)
Inert matter and inert energy) exist forever. Hence, nobody can criticize any
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school (advaitam, dvaitam and traitam) since for every state a valid
authority exists. Before creation, advaitam existed. Since entertainment
continues always, dvaitam and traitam always exist even though both had a
beginning. The most important point here is that the unimaginable God
merges with the medium to become perfectly one for all practical purposes
even though unimaginable God can never be really converted into
imaginable creation or vice-versa as said in the Gita (avyaktam
vyaktimapannam). Even though real conversion does not exist, perfect
monism is to be accepted when the unimaginable God merges with the
medium in becoming incarnation straight from the first energetic
incarnation called as the Lord.]
31) Jaagrat swapnaschita upamaivahi,
Tatraapi jnah swapne baddhah,
Uhakru diishavataara muktah,
Vikshepo hyaavaranaat bhinnah.
[Just like you are imagining the prior state to creation as the absolute
plane with the unimaginable God alone existing, the same state of
imagination continues even if you treat the absence of this relative plane
through imagining the absolute plane. In the dream, somebody advised you
that you are in the dream. Just by such information, will you come out of
your dream and enter the awaken state? The dream and the awaken states
are confined to awareness only. To treat this awaken state as dream state
and to enter a new awaken state in which all this awaken state becomes just
your imaginary world - is not possible by mere realization. At any time, you
should not forget that this awaken state and this dream state are confined to
the imaginable awareness or soul only and not belonging to God at any
time. Just in the comparison only, you can bring the similarity between soul
and God by saying that this awaken state of soul is just like the imaginary
state of God. Through this simile, you are understanding the concept of
God with more clarity. The only way to enter the practical absolute plane of
God while maintaining this relative plane simultaneously as imaginary
world is – that the Lord shall merge with you so that you can have both
contradicting experiences simultaneously without contradicting each other.
Then only the practical influence of the illusory power of Lord (vikshepa)
ends. Otherwise, mere realization is only imagination of the state of
unimaginable God before creation or imagination of experience of absolute
plane of the Lord even after the creation. By realization, the theoretical
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ignorance can end, but not the real practical illusory power of the Lord used
in the creation.]
32) Tasmaat sarvam sarva kartru kila,
Vetti nachit dahati na chaagnissah,
Isho Dattahtejo ruupah,
Savishati martyam tadupadhi saamyam.
[The unimaginable God is the creator of every item of the world and
knows everything even though He is not awareness. He burns everything in
the end even though He is not the fire. He does everything since He is the
creator of everything in this world. Such unimaginable God became Datta
or God given to the souls as imaginable form by merging with the first
created energetic form or Lord (after creating space or subtle energy or the
root material of creation called as Mula prakruti. Hence, whenever you start
with the first energetic incarnation or Lord, the Mula prakruti co-exists as
the material cause of further creation. Hence, the unimaginable God before
creation is in unimaginable absolute plane whereas the Lord is always in
the relative plane doing further creation using Mula prakruti. Shankara
refers the unimaginable God in absolute plane before the creation of even
the space or Mula prakruti. Ramanuja and Madhva always refer to the Lord,
Who exists along with already created Mula prakruti.). Such Lord Datta is
eternal since the unimaginable God will never leave this first energetic
incarnation called as Father of heaven or Datta or Ishwara or Hiranyagarbha
or Narayana or Sadashiva. When the human incarnation is formed, the
unimaginable God does not enter the human form directly. He enters the
human form as Datta only to merge with it so that the merged human form
becomes the human incarnation. Here, the medium of Datta (inert energy)
is similar to the medium of human incarnation (inert energy along with
inert matter. Since the inert matter is another form of inert energy, the inert
matter can be also taken as the inert energy. Not only the inert matter, but
the awareness is also a special work form of inert energy only. Hence, the
medium of Datta containing awareness and inert energy is similar to the
medium of human incarnation, which contains awareness, inert energy
and inert matter).]
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